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INTRODUCTION
The thesis
project that
I have
chosen to undertake is the
design of
a golf club facility for an existing community golf
course in Casper, Wyoming.
Before I
begin this,
however, I am
going to treat the entire site as one large redevelopment where
many
different
recreational and
social activities will come
together and create
a coherent
recreational
district for the
city. From this masterplan, I will determine the location of the
golf clubhouse and can begin design of this
facility during the
second quarter of thesis.
A
project of
this size would
probably require years of
initial study to determine whether it is feasible or not. Because
I am restricted in
the amount of time I have, I will naturally
assume that this project is possible. I will include, however, an
appendix to this book that speaks of the process one might use to
determine the feasibility of a project such as this. The section
was taken
directly from a book written by Jay Shivers and George
Hjelte called Planning Recreational PLaces. In
this
book, the
authors list a variety of factors that need to be considered when
planning a recreational place. For example, factors would include
the
growth
rate
of
the community,
the economic base of the
community, geographic influence, existing land use, and the type
of facility
being considered. The authors also include a format
for conducting a facility survey and end with
general principles
concerning the provision of recreational space.
Therefore, assuming such a
project is feasible, during the
first quarter of this thesis I will deal mainly with the planning
of the
240 acre site. Here, an attempt will be made to maximize
the potential use of the site while maintaining
the golf course
as its major feature. This increase in use will happen in one of
two ways. First, attempts will be made to include activities and
facilities for as many Casper citizens as possible. For example,
a sled hill and a BMX track may
be included
for young children.

Next, teenagers may enjoy
a water s l i d e , a teen c e n t e r , and a
mini-grand prix track. Lastly, young
and
old
adults alike may
enjoy the
golf c l u b with its
golf course, tennis and swimming
facilities, and its dining and dancing.
A possible
health c l u b
with weight
room, racquetball c o u r t s , and running track may also
be included. By providing this variety
of activities, a n effort
i s being made to
redevelop the
existing s i t e into one that h a s
something for everyone. Also, these activities are not provided
exclusively for
a certain group of user. I t i s hoped that all of
these facilities c a n be enjoyed by the entire family together.
T h e second means of increasing the level of use of
the site
i s by
providing for seasonal activities. For example, during the
winter months, cross-country skiing could very
easily take place
on the golf course and any
walking or
jogging trails that may
develop. Another winter activity
that could
be considered would
be
ice skating. I n
addition t o these winter activities, other
activities like tennis and
swimming could
be placed
indoors s o
that
they
could
be
enjoyed
throughout the year. Other indoor
activities would
include
the health c l u b ,
the
teen center,
possibly miniature
g o l f , and, of course, the social a r e a s of the
golf c l u b . By exploring these possibilities, I hope t o redevelop
the site i n t o one
that can be used by a larger number of Casper
citizens throughout the entire y e a r .
T h e n , during the second quarter of development, I will shift
gears and
focus
my
attention o n
the design of the golf c l u b
facility and its
integration
i n t o the existing context. T h i s
facility will cater t o golf, tennis, and swimming. I t will a l s o
include areas for social
gatherings, such
a s dining
rooms, a
banquet facility, a lounge and b a r , and meeting rooms.
Although this c l u b i s intended for public u s e , it will have
a limited
membership of
300. T h i s i s similar t o the condition
that
exists
today, with
half
of the golfers using the course
being members and the
other
half
being
general
public users.

While attempts are
being
made
t o provide for a n increase in
membership, a limit of 300 must be placed o n the number t o insure
that the general public will still have an opportunity to use the
course a s it i s the only public golf course in Casper.
Year-round utilization of this facility
i s very important
and many
w a y s of insuring this use will be investigated. First,
as mentioned earlier, dining facilities, a
banquet room, meeting
rooms, and
a bar
and lounge
have been provided for use by both
c l u b members and the
general public. These areas will function
throughout the
y e a r , even when the
golf course itself has been
closed for
the winter. In addition
to these social a r e a s , two
indoor tennis courts, a n indoor swimming pool, and an indoor golf
driving range will be provided. T h e only activity that will cease
completely during the winter i s golf play itself.
T o conclude
then,
this
thesis project will f o c u s o n two
different aspects of a site redevelopment process; f i r s t , that of
overall
site
planning
and
s e c o n d , a specific facility design.
T h i s redevelopment i s taking place in order t o
increase the use
of an
existing recreational site and to provide facilities that
c a n be used by the public throughout the y e a r . T h i s project also
allows
me
t o investigate
w a y s of
improving and enhancing a n
existing golf course and acquire a better understanding a s t o how
these
various
recreational
and social activities c a n influence
architecture.

PERSONAL GOALS
1.

Design a
facility that
caters to a variety of recreational
and social activities, the most important of which
is golf,
and obtain
a better
understanding for
the implications of
such activities on architecture.

2.

Successfully integrate
urban context.

3.

Investigate
landscaping
techniques
and
practices as they
pertain to golf course design and its architecture.

4.

Further
develop
my
ability
to
gather,
assimilate,
and
evaluate
important
design
data
and
thoroughly
apply my
conclusions during the design process.

5.

Utilize the expertise of those
knowledge as well as my own.

6.

All things considered, do the best job I possibly can.

such

a

facility

around

me

into

and

an existing

apply their

PROJECT GOALS
1.

Maximize site potential while maintaining the golf course as
its major feature.

2.

Provide a facility that caters to a variety
of recreational
activities, the
least of
which would
be golf, tennis, and
swimming.

3.

Provide a
facility
that
caters
to
a
variety
of social
activities in order to strengthen its year-round appeal.

4.

Provide the citizens of Casper with an elegant, high quality
facility comparable to that seen in private clubs.

5.

Beautifully enhance and improve an existing
site.

6.

Design the
facility to
harsh climate.

golf course and

successfully exist within Wyoming's

Positively influence the quality of similar
future.

projects in the
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HISTORY OP CASPER
Casper, Wyoming
has grown
up on one of the oldest areas on
earth, believed to be 3 1/2 to 4 billion years old. In fact, this
area was once covered, as recently as 200 million years ago, with
dinosaurs,
tropical
forests,
and
nomad
Indian
tribes.
As a
result, the Casper area is home to the nations oldest prehistoric
fish fossil.1
More recently, however, Casper
played an
important role in
the development
of this country. Here the town provided services
to emigrants on the Oregon Trail as they
made their
way to Utah
and other western destinations. In order to provide protection to
these emigrants, Fort Caspar was built in 1862.2 Later, this area
became the
site of
numerous battles between soldiers protecting
travelers and Indians who
were
trying
to
protect
their prime
hunting ground from destruction from the approaching whites.
During the
days of the pioneers, though, no one knew of the
fortunes to be found in this area. Over time, the
development of
the earth
had produced some highly visible features on Wyoming's
landscape. Many of these
geologic features
were later
found to
contain
large
petroleum
deposits
of oil and natural gas along
with other varieties of
natural resources.
These first findings
of
oil
triggered
the
first
boom in the Casper area. With the
development of such oil fields as
the Teapot
Dome and
the Salt
Creek,
Casper
became
the
oil
capital
of
the
Rockies,
the
wealthiest city in Wyoming, and among the richest in the nation.3
During these periods of boom and
bust, Casper
lead a rough
existence. Like
many similar
developing cities, it has suffered
from
its
share
of
widespread
disease,
corruption,
poor law
enforcement, problems
with water,
and the
like. Because of the
economic booms, Casper
often
attracted
people
of questionable
character, like
gamblers, criminals,
and ladies of the evening.
In fact, it was once listed as one of the ten worst cities in the
nation in which to live.4

Today,
at
a
population
just
over
50,000,
Casper still
suffers from a trying economy complete with boom and bust cycles.
However, despite
this, there
are many qualities, opportunities,
and activities available
to
its
citizens.
Areas
provided for
skiing,
hunting,
fishing,
water skiing, boating, snowmobiling,
etc., are readily available. Also, annual events like the Central
Wyoming Fair,
the Parimutuel Horse Races, and the Casper Classic
Bicycle Race entertain Casper
citizens every
year. In addition,
other forms
of entertainment are provided for in facilities such
as the Events and
Recreation centers
and one
can further their
education at
Casper College.
From this, one can see that Casper
provides many
opportunities
for
enjoyment,
entertainment, and
recreation
to
its
citizens
and
a
quality
of
life
that is
appealing to many.

1. Jean Mead, Casper Country - Wyoming's Heartland (Boulder
Pruett Publishing Company, 1987), p. 1.

2. Ibid., p. 9.
3. Ibid., p. 1.

• 4. Ibid., p. 1.

BUT IS THERE A NEED?
But is
there a
need for additional recreational facilities
in Casper? Citizens could probably argue either way. One thing is
for
certain,
though.
Most
of the recreational activities that
take place in and around Casper can only take place on a seasonal
basis,
the
most
obvious
of
which
would be alpine and nordic
skiing and snowmobiling in the winter and boating,
water skiing,
and
golf
in
the
summer.
These,
however,
are
not
the only
activities affected by seasonal changes in this town. Casper owns
four community
recreational swimming
pools with
one more under
construction. All
of these
pools are
located outdoors, though,
and can
only be used during the summer months. This is also true
for
tennis.
Casper
now
owns
thirteen
tennis
courts located
throughout the
city, all
of which
are outdoors and can only be
used a small portion of the year.
There are indoor facilities of this type located
in Casper.
Unfortunately,
they
are
not
very
public access oriented. For
example, both high schools
in town
have indoor
swimming pools,
but
public
access
is
restricted.
The YMCA also has an indoor
swimming facility
open throughout
the year,
but one
must be a
member
to
use
it.
Likewise, the Wyoming Racquet Club contains
both indoor swimming and indoor tennis, but again, one must
be a
member to enjoy these facilities.
As a
result of this condition, I feel Casper should someday
consider providing these types of facilities.
Others would agree
that
recreational
facilities
are
important.
For example, the
authors
of
Planning
Recreational
Places
say,
and
I
quote,
"recreational
experience
is
essential
in
the
daily lives of
people" and "opportunities for participation in
and appreciation
of
recreational
experiences
should
be available to all of the
people during whatever time they may
have for
such activity"(p.

4 7 ).

Should
such
facilities
ever
be
provided in Casper, they
would be well located
on the
site of
the existing
public golf
course. Reasons
for this
include plenty
of undeveloped land on
which to place
these
additional
facilities
and
a
variety of
topographic
conditions
that
can
accommodate
a
variety
of
activities, like walking, biking,
archery,
and
sledding. These
activities, by
being placed
in close relationship with the golf
course, would then help reinforce one another by drawing a larger
number and variety of users to this area.
In fact,
this area
is already one of the busiest in Casper
during the summer.
The
city
is
home
to
three
18
hole golf
courses,
two
of
which
are
private
country clubs. This third
community course is the only one open to public use.
This course
also
has
a
small
membership.
As
a
result, these two groups
together generate an average
of 300
golf rounds
per day during
the summer.
The golf
course itself
can handle a maximum of 375
rounds per day so there is a little room for additional players.
The overall site itself is somewhat
under-utilized, though,
because the
golf course
can only
operate six months out of the
year. For this
reason,
the
site
lays
wind-blown
and dormant
during the
winter months.
With some
careful planning, however,
this same site could accommodate
winter
users.
For
example, a
golf course
provides a nice open area for activities like cross
country skiing and sledding. Ski trails could use
the cart paths
and skiers could rest and warm themselves in the weather shelters
provided for the golfers.
Another way
in which
to increase the
yearly utilization
of the site is to provide indoor recreational
activities like swimming, tennis, and even an indoor golf driving
range. A
social club
could also operate year-round on this site
and would really benefit from the golf course in the summer.
To sum up, Casper needs to provide some
public recreational
facilities that
can operate throughout the year. Casper also has
an area where these
facilities could
be very
easily placed. By

with
the
existing public golf
incorporating
these
facilities
complex could
result, one that
course, a
complete recreational
site utilization
and public service throughout
provides maximum
the year.
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HISTORY OF GOLF
It
has
been
suggested
that
the
game of golf originated
between five and six-hundred years ago.
While some
believe that
the
game
started
in
Holland,
it is actually Scotland that is
regarded as the game's homeland and
it was
here that
the first
golf
course,
St.
Andrews,
was
constructed
in the sixteenthc e n t u r y.1
Today, 1850 is considered the starting date of
golf because
it is
around this
date that we see the formation of formal golf
literature.2 In fact, it is amazing that so much has been written
about this "simple game of distance and direction".3 All you have
to do is hit one small ball from a designated
starting area into
a small
hole in
the ground located varying distances away in as
few strokes as possible. Seems
easy
enough.
This
game
is not
simple, however,
because it
is played
on a
variety of terrain
conditions and is affected
by many
other complications
such as
weather,
sand
hazards,
water
hazards,
course boundaries, and
topography, to name just a few.
When the
game of
golf reached
the shores
of America, the
first facilities consisted of a three-hole course with a tent for
a clubhouse. It wasn't until 1862 that the first formal clubhouse
facility was
constructed. The building was erected at Shinnecock
Hill Golf Club
on
Long
Island
and
was
designed
by Stanford
White.4
These
early
clubs
were
all-male
clubs which usually
charged rather high club fees. As a result, golf was
regarded as
a rich man's game.
The
first
formal
clubhouses
were
very
minimal in their
appointments. Usually, all that was included
was a
pro-shop for
the sales
and rental
of equipment, the men's rest room, storage
areas for clubs and
equipment, and
a small
seating area. There
was not a lot of room for socializing. In fact, business talk was
not allowed in the clubhouse or on the course, unlike
today. The
facility was meant for relaxing and recreation only.5

Between the years 1888 and 1956, American golf grew from a
dozen of so players to roughly 5 million, the largest number of
participants in any outdoor game.6 As the number of golfers
increased, so did the size of
the facilities. The sizes, of
course, are based on the number of people served. In cooperation
with increased club size, additional services were also being
offered. New
clubs began to include locker
rooms, shower
facilities, and more and larger areas for socializing. Similar
services were also included for women as they began to play the
game.
Today, golf clubs not only cater to the game of golf, but
they function as social clubs as well. Fine clubhouse facilities
usually attract wealthy members and their wives, building a
strong
social
network.
In
addition,
other recreational
activities, such as tennis and swimming, are now often included
in the overall club.
On a world-wide scale today, the game of golf has come on
strong. It has managed to generate a large number of annual
events, both on the national and international level. But it is
not a game for the professional or wealthy player only. Because
of its unique method of scoring, which allows for certain
provisions and handicapping, players of varying abilities can
enjoy a competitive game.7 For this reason, the number of people
playing golf is continually on the increase. In short, it's a
game that
can be enjoyed
by many and ,also provides the
opportunity for people to relax, have fun, socialize, sometimes
get frustrated, and get some pretty good exercise.

1. Don Kennington, The Sourcebook of
Press, 1981), p. 7.

Golf (Phoenix: The Oryx

James
Boucher,
Clubhouse
/
Health
Club
(Thesis
for
Bachelor of Architecture, Montana State University, 1987), p. 6.
2. Kennington, p. 7.
3. Rick Robitaille.
4. Boucher, p. 7.
5. Ibid., p. 8.
6. Ibid., p. 7.
7. Kennington, p. 8.

USER DESCRIPTION
What kinds
of people
play golf?
As was mentioned earlier,
the game of golf has come on strong in recent
history with everincreasing numbers
of people participating in the game. For this
reason, it is important that cities provide this golf opportunity
to
its
citizens
just
as
it would swimming, tennis, and other
fitness opportunities.
Casper does provide one golf course for public
use and this
course in
turn serves more people than any other course in town.
However, as the number of golfers continues to grow, Casper will
need to provide facilities for more people. This could be done in
two ways. First, the existing
facilities
could
be
upgraded in
order to
serve the
needs of more people (this is similar to the
approach that my project takes,
only
I
will
be
starting from
scratch).
Secondly,
another
course
could
be
constructed
in
another part of town.
But who are we designing for exactly? This question can only
be
answered
in
the
most
general
of terms - everyone. Public
courses are used by
the
young
and
old
alike.
Therefore, the
facilities must
cater to
the young and old alike. Public course
facilities are usually less elaborate than those of private clubs
because a
specific clientele
cannot be identified. Also, people
who use these public facilities are usually not as concerned with
dining
and
socializing
after
they have finished their rounds.
However, when any form
of membership
is considered,
then these
social activities come into more demand.
My
facility
is
going
to
cater
to
all
types of users,
including the general public and members. This is
mainly because
this condition
is what
exists right now. Also, by including all
of the other recreational
activities
on
the
site,
there will
hopefully
be
something
here
for everyone. This means that the
users will very
likely
range
from
young
children
to elderly

individuals.
Some
users
will
undoubtedly
be
better
off
financially than others,
thus
requiring
more
elaborate areas.
Obviously, all
of these
different groups need to be able to use
these facilities at the same time. Therefore, each facility will
have
to
provide
for
this
range
of
user types in one way or
another. This could
be
accomplished
by
careful
planning that
provides a
variety of
services, enabling
the user
to go where
he/she feels most comfortable. Another
way
to
provide
for all
users
is
through
careful
scheduling.
In other words, certain
groups use certain facilities at certain
times of
the week. For
example,
the
swimming
pool
is
used
by
children on Mondays,
members on Tuesdays, senior
citizens on
Wednesdays, families on
Thursdays, etc.
The point
is not
to exclude any user type from
ever being able to use any of the facilities.

GOLF FACILITIES BY TYPES
Golf courses can be categorized into five major types. These
include municipal, daily fee (privately owned
for profit), semiprivate (non-equity
membership), resort, and the private country
club.l Although the differences between these types of facilities
are highly
noticeable, they
do not
stem from the game of golf,
but rather from the
differences in
social requirements
and the
economic class of their respective patrons.
Municipal
Municipal and daily fee operations are very similar in their
functions and appointments, the only difference being that one is
governed by
the taxpayer and the other by the independent owner.
In both of these facilities, the
major
goal
of
the
owner and
operator is to provide adequate golf facilities to as many people
as possible for a low price. All the
frills are
removed because
maximum player
turnover is the name of the game. Heavy play on a
course of
this
type
would
be
300
golfers
a
day.2
This is
comparable with
private clubs
in the north and east that rarely
have a membership of more than 300.
The primary functions of these public
course operations are
three fold. First, facilities must be provided for the collection
of greens fees and to control the starting
of players. Secondly,
these
operations
should
make
golf
and
other
recreational
equipment available for sale or rent, and provide minimal service
food
and
beverages.
Lastly,
the
course
facility should
for
provide lockers, showers, and lounging areas on a minimal basis.3
By
providing
these
basic
services,
this
facility can easily
handle the most basic of customers, the individual
who is mainly
interested
in
getting
in
a
round
of
golf, enjoying a small
refreshment, and briefly socializing with a few friends. In fact,
the majority
of socializing
that takes place at such a facility
usually takes place on
the golf
course itself.
For this reason

also, little attempt is made to provide elegant dining facilities
at or near the country club level.
In recent years, the trend
has
been
to
incorporate other
recreational
facilities
with
the
golf
course. The additional
facilities might also include space for other activities as well,
like
public
meetings,
crafts,
and
hobbies.
These additional
facilities are good in that
they
enhance
site
utilization and
often
financing
for
multi-purpose
facilities
is
easier to
acquire than that for a single-use
facility.4 However, sometimes
this integration
is not
possible. First of all, a golf facility
must have total control over the first and tenth tees in order to
and often
these other facilities will not work in
regulate play
this area of the site. Secondly, not all golf courses are located
in
areas
that
are
suitable
for these other activities in the
first place. Although this incorporation of
activities is always
a possibility,
it must
be carefully analyzed in each individual
case.
In light of all this, the owner of a public facility is free
to choose
what type of services he/she wants to include and what
forms these services might take. In order to make these decisions
wisely, though,
an owner
must have a fairly detailed account of
the distribution of play from a
daily, monthly,
and yearly view
because
facility
size
depends
largely on the volume of annual
golf
play
and
any
inclusion
of
additional
recreational
activities.5 This
information can
be derived
from climate data
and from similar
facilities
in
the
area.
Just
remember that
weekend and holiday play is usually twice that of weekday play.
On a busy day, the golf course alone can generate as many as
60-80 people waiting to tee off and another 20-40 people
who are
just socializing after finishing their round of golf.6 Areas must
be provided
for these
people. It
is therefore
wrong to assume
that all
that needs
to be
provided are
the bare essentials of
rest rooms and areas in
which
to
collect
fees
and
sell golf

balls.
Small
lounge
areas
and
snack
shops
should be added.
Besides just providing people with
a
place
to
chat
and wait,
these
areas
are
also
an
additional source of revenue for the
facility.
Other areas that are considered extras
but often
should be
included are
locker rooms
and showers,
In fact, many feel that
these facilities are vital to a
successful operation, especially
if any
sort of
limited membership
is being considered. In this
instance, like a snack shop, locker rooms are a source of revenue
of generating from $5-$12 per locker per year.7 In
also, capable
fact,
smaller
clubs
usually
provide
lockers
to
a
greater
percentage of
their membership
than do
larger clubs.8 Also, if
limited club storage is not provided, these lockers might want to
be large enough to handle that too.
An area
should also
be provided
for a pro-shop. This is a
valuable golfer service and
an excellent
retailing opportunity.
Furthermore,
if
the
space
provided
is of sufficient size and
quality, the odds of drawing
a
highly
qualified
and dedicated
professional to
your facility are better. In regard to full-time
starters and caddies, though, provisions should be made to supply
these only
as the
situation requires. Rarely are these services
required on a full-time basis.9
When it comes to
putting all
of these
amenities together,
the
number
one
consideration is functional convenience. Unless
these different
facilities are
owned and
operated by different
organizations, they
should be placed together in such a way that
they can be tended easily with
a minimum
of personnel.
In this
type of
facility, it is not uncommon to find the manager working
in all areas from starters booth to snack shop to pro-shop. Also,
it is often beneficial to keep the entire clubhouse on one level.
If, however, the site is sloped and the clubhouse is designed for
two floors,
place the
social facilities
on the upper level for
views and use
the
lower
level
for
maintenance,
storage, and
lockers.

Semi-Private Clubs
Semi-private facilities are virtually the same as municipal
and daily-fee facilities. The biggest difference
between the two
catagories is in the scale of the social areas. More room is
usually provided for club patrons to socialize in and the minimal
food service provided would be of the short order variety.
As this type of club caters to a limited membership,
additional recreational facilities, such as tennis and swimming,
are often provided. Also, one usually finds locker rooms,
showers, and club storage and cleaning areas provided for the
membership.10 (This type most closely resembles the type of golf
club I am trying to achieve.)
Country Clubs
As was mentioned earlier, the differences in the facility
types do not arise from the game of golf. Instead, they are the
result of different social functions and requirements, like
dining, drinking, and dancing. Therefore, country clubs usually
require additional and more elaborate facilities for recreation,
expanded areas
for socializing,
and areas for additional
personnel.11
In order to design a clubhouse for a country club, one must
first determine what athletic and social amenities will be
incorporated into the facility. To do this, the habits, customs,
and practices of the members must be analyzed very carefully.
Only after this is done can spaces be sized accurately and their
relationships understood. For example, the locker rooms can often
determine the overall success or failure of such a facility. They
are used daily and are often a very expensive part of the club.
And in this decade of personal health and physical fitness,
people may
be more impressed with plush locker room facilities
complete with wall to wall carpet and fireplaces. Of course,
included in the locker rooms are shower facilities, the size of

which usually runs between 4 and
12
stalls,
but
none
of this
information can be determined with any great success and accuracy
without a detailed survey of the membership.12
Food service and dining
facilities are
also very important
aspects of
a country
club. The
size of
the dining room is, of
course, determined by the needs of the membership.
From this and
the expected menu type, the size of the kitchen is determined and
the
dining
room
size.13
Buffet style
usually runs 20%-40% of
serving areas
may also
be provided.
This type
of food service
works well, especially for
lunch,
and
is
more
cost effective
because
fewer
people
are
required
to
stock and maintain the
buffet than to service a conventional dining room.14
Additional features of
a
country
club
usually
include a
larger pro-shop
facility. Because
of the nature of this type of
club, displays are usually less compact
and restrictive. Service
here is
usually less
formal also
because chances
are you know
your pro pretty well.
In
addition,
many
more
family oriented
clubs will
provide play areas for the children of the members so
that
they
don't
interfere
with
the
adults
during
formal
functions. These
family clubs
also provide
activities that the
family can
enjoy
together,
like
golf,
tennis,
and swimming.
Because of
this type
of variety,
the importance
of a thorough
user
survey
dealing
with
a
private
country
club
and
its
membership cannot be overstressed.

1. Don A. Rossi, Planning the Golf Clubhouse (National Golf
Foundation, 1981), p. 138.
2. Ibid., p. 126.
3. Ibid., p. 138.
4. Ibid., p. 61.
5. Harold
J.
differ,
AIA,
Planning
the
Golf Clubhouse
(Chicago: National Golf Foundation, Inc., 1956), p. 80.
6. Rossi, p. 61.
7. differ, p. 86.
8. Rossi, p. 146.
9. differ, p. 88-91.
10. Rossi, p. 138.
11. Ibid., p. 139.
12. Ibid., p. 140.
13. Ibid., p. 142.
14. Ibid., p. 144-145.

CLUB DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
Obviously, the
initial questions to be asked when designing
a clubhouse usually include ones like:
* What kind of club membership are we dealing with?
* How much clubhouse do we need?
* What facilities should be provided?
* How should the facilities be related?
* How much money do we have? (everyone's favorite)
These questions are answered only after
an analysis
of the club
type has
been completed
and a thorough inventory of user needs,
habits, and practices has been established.1
Regardless of club type,
however, there
are certain design
issues
and
considerations
that
will
apply to all clubhouses.
These issues cover a
broad spectrum
ranging from
the siting of
the building to views, services, and materials. For example, when
considering the building site, one must:2
* provide for people arriving with golf clubs and equipment,
* provide for people arriving for other functions,
like
dining.
* provide
for people coming out of the building to golf,
play tennis, swim, or leave.
* provide service entrance for delivery
trucks, garbage
removal, and other service vehicles.
Once
the
building
location
has
been
established,
other
considerations then might include:3
* views available to and from the clubhouse.
* the form of the clubhouse building.
* integration of clubhouse parking and turnaround.
* relationship with other areas like the swimming
pool and
bathhouse.
* what
form will the maintenance facility take and how will
it relate.

Views
often
play
an
important
role
in
the
layout and
orientation of the spaces within the clubhouse. Fully capitalized
views
will
often
provide
endless
enjoyment
for
members and
players alike.4
Views to
take advantage of would be such things
as mountain ranges, lakes and oceanscapes. However, if
you don't
happen to be this fortunate, pleasant views can often be obtained
over the golf course and should
be considered.
For this reason,
certain
areas,
such
as
dining
rooms, lounges, bar areas, and
lobbies often
benefit from
placement on
the second
story if a
multi-story structure is used. However, the remaining areas, like
the pro-shop,
locker
rooms,
service
areas,
and
cart storage
usually must remain at ground level.
Certain areas
must be kept in view of the clubhouse. These
areas would include the
first
and
tenth
tees,
the
ninth and
eighteenth greens
and sometimes
the putting
green. Not only do
these immediate views benefit
the patrons
of the
facility, but
are
required,
at
least
for
the starters box and pro-shop, in
order to maintain smooth play and course operation.5 The pro area
may also want to monitor the driving range.
Noise control
is also
very important in a facility such as
this. Golf is a
game
that
requires
intense
concentration and
silence during
a shot
is very
much appreciated. This creates a
problem sometimes
when
a
swimming
pool
full
of
children is
located
close
to
tee
boxes
and
greens.
Therefore
a
noise
generating area such as this should
be isolated
somewhat.6 This
creates a
problem for service type facilities like locker rooms,
though. Obviously, it would be ideal if one
set of
locker rooms
could service
both areas.
But because the pool area may want to
be separated somewhat,
this
may
not
be
possible.
Instead of
locker rooms,
a bathhouse
may be needed to serve the pool area.
Also,
separate
facilities
for
children
may
need
to
be
incorporated, especially if there is a lot of children involved.

Another
issue
that
can
have
a significant impact on the
facility
is
the
maintenance
area.
Golf
course
maintenance
requires a
number of different machines ranging from small green
and apron mowers to large tractor fairway mowers. An area must be
provided
for
the
storage
and
maintenance
of these machines.
Buildings of 5000-7500 square feet usually work well for this. It
should have a concrete floor and an exterior lot of approximately
1/2 acre. This area can also be used for employee parking.7
Customer parking areas are another story. It is important to
gently
impose
parking
on
the
site.
By using well-integrated
landscaping, parking can be placed on the site in such a way that
not detract from the beauty of the site or the clubhouse
it does
itself. Careful attention must
also be
given to
the removal of
storm water from parking areas.8 If it is just allowed to swiftly
drain on to the course, damage
will be
caused by
erosion. This
consideration must also be given to areas around tennis courts.

1. Don A.
Rossi, Planning the Golf Clubhouse (National Golf
Foundation, 1981), p. 139-140.
2. Ibid., p. 125.
Ibid.
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6. Ibid.
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SUMMARY OF PROGRAMMING PROCESS
The method
of programming I have chosen to explore required
that ideas and information come
from
two
basic
sources, those
being personal
brain-storming and
case study
research. Here is
how it works:
First, I establish
a
set
of
project
goals.
These goals
reflect what
I want
the project
to be
in its final form. They
must be relatively
direct
and
specific
and
are
ranked
in a
descending order of importance.
Next,
I
develop
a
set
of
objectives for each goal. The
objectives
must
be
very
specific
in
their
intent
and must
reinforce the
goal from which they derived. These objectives are
also ranked in a descending order of importance.
Lastly, I assemble a set of
concepts that
derive from each
objective. Likewise,
these concepts
are ranked
in a descending
order of importance. Concepts,
however, are
supposed to reflect
some
architectural
manipulation
or
process.
For
example,
a
concept can be a list of spaces that would need to be included to
ultimately achieve
some goal.
A concept
could also reflect the
treatment of a space,
such
as
materials
used,
lighting used,
views provided,
and functional
relationships with other spaces.
Concepts can also
reflect
overall
treatments
such
as climate
responses like
berming, shading,
landscaping, and fenestration.
Anything architectural in nature that could possibly reinforce an
objective and ultimately a goal can be a concept.
I ultimately
made two
runs through this process. The first
one was the result
of
personal
brain-storming.
Here,
as many
ideas
as
I
could
imagine
wer e assembled and documented. Many
ideas were listed more than once because many could apply to more
than one
goal. The
second time through the process is where the
editing took place. The editing eliminated
duplication of ideas,

placing the
idea in its most valuable position only. The grounds
on which the editing was based resulted from
researching similar
facilities and some personal feelings regarding my project.
What resulted
was a
list of
conceptual ideas
ranked in a
descending order of importance
that reinforce
the initial goals
for my
project. This
in turn
becomes my building program. This
program is then checked
one more
time against
case studies and
any
holes
that
remain
are
filled
as
the spatial summary is
assembled.
These
goals,
objectives,
and
concepts
are
not
discarded at this point, however. Instead, they are assembled and
displayed so that they can be
easily referred
to when questions
arise. They will also undoubtedly be added on to and edited again
as design development continues.
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CONCEPT —

• U£>E- LANC>eCAFIM<^ TO C,SEATE AWD
PEFlSJE MANY OUTCD.OK SPACE'S.

• uee LANC>e>£APIWCi TO DEFINE ECKjE.6,
BiTHe, ZONES', &£..

10
+CONCEPT—

CONCEPT —

LleE LAMDecAPlNd TO -COMPLIMENT
THE EXI^TANCE Of HAfSD
ELEMENT'S?.

UeE. LANIC?<^CAPIM(^ To ADD
M^TU^N, ^MELL^, AKiO PfSOVIDE.
VISUAL- INTEREST.

J

<
o

£

r

CONCEPT•

O&JECTIVE

uee. LAKJP6>CAPIM^j TO L5AD
PgOF^UE. PROM (9NE. EXPEJ^]ENki£.
TO ASJOTHEf^..

• lNTE^»eATE
WATEJ2. ELLeMENT^.

r

I
r

f

CONCEPT -

CONCEPT —

• UeE WATEie. BL&MBKl"Pe TO
l^ElMPo^e. <^OLf= OXJ^E. A
C^IFPI<SUL-TY. ^

• MAT CIS- EL-EMEKIT3 PI^OVIIPE.
ANJO ^TO&M P.UM-OFF
Pl^AINA^E. AMP ^TO^ACa^- F=Cj|£,
u:)l

*

———

COKJCEPT —

CONCEPT —

• U^E. WAree. To ADD LIFE. TO
-^1TE..

• LK?E. MA.TEJ2. TO f^ovioe
—
^UMD KJOI^E.
6UUB —
htoUe>E..

<
»

c

OBJECTIVE.

CONCEPT-

• impp^VE: couiz^E
layout AMP
PIFFIOUL-TY.

PtzoviPE LAKBS> , ^KEEpb, AMD

CONCEPT ICEE-P ^IIS.eekj tc> Tee c?ierrAKjceb
TO A MINIMUM.

J.

is -teep

hi>J>0

+
J

<
»

0
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GOAL*<2>

OBJECTIVE
• KB.eFDNCP TO

PE^rosJC TO WYOMING'S HARSH

CLIMATE. WHEN

C-LlMATE..

e-lTlNl^j BUILPIKki

CONCEPT—

OBJECTIVE

AV<2ID HILL.TOPS

ANP

LOW

ere>Te.

•uee. landcahng
TO DEDUCEIMPACT FROM
CLIMATE..

*

Z£*JE.

CONCEPT-

CONCEPT—

llfeE. TISEEe> /*£> UJINOe>KEAK.<£>.

U<e>& TpEErfe BOK
<£>HAtPlM<^ .

-e-UMMEIR

J
<

o

0

COhlCFLFT —
•U^B
TKEEe, ELT^. FOf^.
OM^LsJ CONTROL.

ODJECTIVE.
• 1NOMeP6RATE
£?AYLJ£»HTIK|Z2
AND PA^£>IVE.
e>c?L-Ai^.

CONCEPT"—
• Ue?EL WDe FOfZ. <£^OUN<£, .

CONCE.PT• C30 MOT" ^HADE. UJIMTEJ^. <£>US4 .

vQ
•+

CONCEPT • U T I L I Z E e K Y U ^ H T f ? , LtoHT UIELL^

CONCEPT -

=HS

• I^I^OVIC^E. MA-^IVE HEAT *=jto&.IN^
^L-EMENIT1^ IN &UIL-t?IN<£,.

j
<
o
0

.
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OBJECTIVE

CONCEPT -

• MINIMIZE. IMPACT"
FPOM "SNOW .

• PROTECT /Vh^IKJ^JT IPfZJFriM^
INI PACING AREAS' AMD ENTPJE&.

CONCEPT-

OBJECTIVE

•PKOVICE. AJZEA& WITH iiCOP
PKAINAC4E. FOP- -&NOKI.

•MINIMIZE. IMPACT

CONCEPT—

CONCEPT —"

•USE eUPPOKT <3PA£-Ee> Ae>
BUFFERS.

\j \i

x ^ n n n
\,P I
T

Ei

FI^OM WIND.

1

• KE-PUC-E FENESTRATION IN.
DIRECTION OF PREVAILING WIN&.

CONCEPTr

• ue>E- e>EJS.M!N£, TO LOWER.
&UII_C>IW<C| PROFILE.

CONCEPT•6TKEAMLINE BUILDING MASSING.

r

I
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v£>
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i

#
j

<
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SITE FACILITY INVENTORY

Golf Facility - Course:
Parking:
Driving range:
C l u b h o u s e:
M a i n t e n a n c e:
T o t a l:

160.0
1.89
8.0
1.71
0.18

acres
acres
acres
acres
acres

172 acres

A r c h e r y R a n g e:

2.0 acres

M i n i a t u r e G o l f:

1.5 acres

Health Club:-

2.0 acres

Teen Club:

1.0 acre

Waterslide / Wavepool:

5.0 acres

Miniature Grand Prix:

3.0 acres

BMX Track:

2.0 acres

Softball Parks (3 parks):

8.0 acres

Walking, Biking, Skiing Trails

throughout

P i c n i c A r e a s:

th roughou t

}~

0/

<
z
z
zs
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CLUBHOUSE SPATIAL PROGRAM

Administration:
Entry:
Coat room:
Reception:
Offices - Clubhouse manager:
Restaurant manager
Bar manager:
Conference:
Office storage:
Rest rooms:
Janitor's closet:

Pro Shop:
Merchandise display:
Offices - Golf pro:
Tennis pro:
Storage:
Club cleaning and repair:
Rest rooms:
Club storage:

2,360 sq. ft.
500
400
300
150
150
150
250
100
300
60

sq.
sq.
sq.
sq.
sq.
sq.
sq.
sq.
sq.
sq.

ft.
ft.
ft.
ft.
ft.
ft.
ft.
ft.
ft.
ft.

2,250 sq. ft.
600
150
150
250
150
250
700

sq.
sq.
sq.
sq.
sq.
sq.
sq.

f t.
ft.
ft.
f t.
ft.
ft.
ft.

V
Q/

<
I
I
Z3
1

_

<
<
CL
cni,

5-3

T e n n i s ( 2 c o u r t s ):
D r i v i n g r a n g e ( 4 t e e s ):
Cart and equipment storage:
Instruction room:
.Pool area:
Bathing and changing:
Storage:
Life guard:
Snack shop:
Eating area:
Rest rooms:

Men's Locker Room:
L o c k e r a r e a ( 3 4 0 l o c k e r s ):
Showers and drying (8 stalls)
Toilets:
Sauna:
Lounge area:
Attendant:

3 1 , 7 2 0 sq. f t
1 4, 0 0 0
1, 9 2 0
1, 5 0 0
200
1 2, 0 0 0
1, 0 0 0
200
100
200
350
250

sq.
sq.
sq.
sq.
sq.
sq.
sq.
sq.
sq.
sq.
sq.

ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft

2, 1 9 0

CO
•

Indoor Recreation:

ft

1, 4 0 0
250
120
100
200
120

sq.
sq.
sq.
sq.
sq.
sq.

ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft

><
E
E
13
in
_i

Women's Locker Room:
Locker area (260 lockers):
Showers and drying (4 stalls)
Toilets:
Sauna:
Makeup:
Lounge area:
Attendant:

1 , 9 6 5 sq. f t
1, 2 0 0
125
120
100
100
200
120

sq.
sq.
sq.
sq.
sq.
sq.
sq.

ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft

<

ICO

Dining and Social:
General dining (200 persons)
Banquet room (150 persons):
Buffet space:
Formal dining (100 persons):
Card room (50 persons):
Public grill (50 persons):
Waiting room:

Bar and lounge ( 1 0 0 persons)
Band space:
Dance floor:
Bar storage:
Children's room:
Supervision:
Game storage:
Rest room:
Table and chair storage:
General storage:
Hostess:
Waiter's station:
Rest rooms:

Meeting rooms (20400 s q . ft.
Janitor's c l o s e t :

Food Preparation:
Kitchen:
Storage:
Loading:
Chef's office:
Employee locker room:

Janitor's closet:

1 3 ,930 s q . f t
3 ,000
1 ,800
200
1 ,800
750
600
400
1,500
150
500
200
400
100
30
40
300
400
100
200
600
800
60

sq.
sq.
sq.
sq.
sq.
sq.
sq.
sq.
sq.
sq.
sq.
sq.
sq.
sq.
sq.
sq.
sq.
sq.
sq.
sq.
sq.
sq.

ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft

2,630 s q . f t
1,400
400
150
120
500
60

sq.
sq.
sq.
sq.
sq.

ft
ft
ft
ft
ft

sq. ft

>
<
x
r

•

<
<
Q_
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Clubhouse Support:
Laundry:
Janitor's closet:
Circulation:
Mechanical:

Course Maintenance:
Storage (equipment):
Service:
Parts:
Fertilizer:
Tool room:
Pesticide:
Lunch room:
Office:
Rest rooms:
Lockers:

Lot Area:
Washing:
Soil storage:
Parking (12 cars)

TOTAL SITE COVERAGE:

1 7, 5 2 0 s q . f t
400
120
8, 5 0 0
8, 5 0 0

sq.
sq.
sq.
sq.

ft
ft
ft
ft

7, 9 5 0 S q . f t
5, 0 0 0
1, 0 0 0
200
500
300
200
200
200
200
150

sq.
sq.
sq.
sq.
sq.
sq.
sq.
sq.
sq.
sq.

ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft

5, 0 0 0 s q . f t
6 0 0 s q . ft
2, 0 0 0 s q . f t
2, 4 0 0 s q . f t

1 6 4 ,9 1 5 s q . f t

Building Areas - Clubhouse:
Maintenance:

7 4 ,5 6 5 s q . f t
7 , 9 5 0 s q . ft

Parking - Clubhouse (250 cars):
Maintenance (12 cars)

8 0 ,0 0 0 s q . f t
2,400 sq. ft

sy
<
Z
X
if)
_l
<
<
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SPATIAL CHARACTERISTICS
Main Entry
Function: Provide
the dominant access point to the entire
facility, especially the dining areas,
administrative area, and the bar and lounge.
Hard Requirements:
The entry
must be
easily seen from the
approach and
parking
areas
and
the
materials used,
especially paving
materials, must
be durable and easy
to clean.
Soft Requirements: The entry space wants to feel
elegant as
this
will
usually
be
ones
first
impression of the
facility.
The
materials
used
must
reinforce
this
elegance
in
their
appearence,
color, and feel. This
space
will
also
benefit
from
the
incorporation of
daylighting in addition to trees and other growies.
Spatial
Adjacencies:
The
entry
will
want
to be closely
related to
the
reception
area,
the
coat
room, the
hostess station,
the waiting
room, and be easily seen
from the approach, drop-off, and parking areas.

Formal Dining
Function:
Provide
the
most
experience in the city.
Hard Requirements:
person.
Soft

elegant

and

intimate dining

Seating for 100 people at 18 sq. ft. per

Requirements:
Through
the
use
of
fine
materials,
lighting, and
careful spatial planning, create a space
containing several
small,
more
intimate
and elegant
spaces. The
atmosphere here
should feel romantic with
soft
music,
delicate
lighting,
and
possibly
the
soothing sound
of water. This space might also benefit
from views over the golf course
and the
city. Spatial
flexibility is
not important here so level changes and
screening elements can be
used as
long as
service is
not hampered.

Spatial Adjacency:
This area
kitchen and the bar.

must be

easily served by the

Pro-Shop
Function: This space will mainly function as a display space
for
golf
and
tennis
merchandise
including
clubs,
racquets, and clothing. It
is
also
here
that greens
fees and
court fees
will be
paid, reservations made,
and equipment rented and sold.
Hard Requirements: The pro-shop
will require
space for the
display of
golf and
tennis merchandise
and a counter
space for the sale of this merchandise and
the keeping
of
tee
and
court reservations. Flooring materials in
this area must be durable and
non-slip as
many people
will
be
wearing
golf spikes. The artificial lighting
in the display space
must be
adaptable to accommodate
changing arrangements.
The pro-shop
will also require
views to
the
first
and
tenth
tees,
the
ninth and
eighteenth greens, and the tennis courts.
Soft Requirements:
The pro-shop
must feel light, airy, and
cheerful and will
benefit
from
good
daylighting and
views over the golf course.
Spatial Adjacencies: The pro-shop should be located close to
the locker rooms,
club
and
cart
storage,
the pro's
offices,
merchandise
storage,
and would benefit from
its own entry.

Locker Rooms
Function: The locker rooms provide club
users, both members
and
the
general
public,
with
equipment
storage,
toilets, showers, a sauna, and dressing areas.
Hard

Requirements:
The
locker
rooms
will
contain
600
lockers,
340
for
the
men
and
260
for
the women.
Dressing areas will be
carpeted
and
seating
will be
moveable benches
while the
toilet, shower, and drying
areas will be hard surfaced for easy maintenance.

Soft Requirements: The
locker
rooms
should
be
light and
cheerful
and
well
ventilated, using bright colors to
stimulate excitement and awareness. These spaces should
not feel like a damp basement. Daylight would also feel
nice in these
spaces
and
could
be
provided through
skylights.
Spatial
Adjacencies:
The
locker
rooms
should be located
close to all athletic facilities, the laundry room, and
would benefit from their own entry.
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ZONING: PARK-HISTORIC (site proper)
Intent
The intent and purpose of the PH District is to preserve and
maintain, free from other
uses, public
parks, parkways, natural
areas of
high aesthetic
value, and historic areas and buildings
and to set aside
and conserve
suitable parklands
in accordance
with the Comprehensive Land Use Plan.
Permitted Uses
In a
PH District
no building or premises shall be used and
no building shall be erected or
structurally altered
except for
one or more of the following uses:
* accessory buildings and uses.
* public
parks, parkways,
playgrounds, sports facilities,
and other public recreational facilities.
* publicly established greenbelt areas, public golf
courses, and cemeteries.
* publicly established historical areas and buildings.
* public utility and public service installations and
facilities, excluding business offices and repair
and
storage facilities.
Yard Requirements
* no
building shall
be located less than 30 feet from the
right-of-way of any public road.
* minimum yard between any two buildings on the same
or
adjacent lots shall be 10 feet.
Height Limitations
* maximum height, 40 feet or

4 stories, whichever is less.

ZONING: R-2, R-3, R-4 (areas surrounding site)
Intent
R-2: single family residential neighborhood.
R-3: low to medium density residential neighborhood.
R-4: high density residential neighborhood.
Permitted Uses
of single
to multiple
family residential not
Uses consist
condominiums,
townhouses,
day-care
centers,
over
4
stories,
playgrounds, golf courses, elementary and junior high schools.
Conditional Uses
Conditional
use
includes
churches,
convenience
establishments, lighted recreational
facilities,
public utility
service
installations,
senior
high
schools,
colleges
and
universities, public office buildings.
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9 HIC.H DAIL-V ACTIVITY.
• HIC.H NJOISE — CHIUDR.6M.
• QONCEKFTPLATED HIOH TFT^RPC

• TO
A LAF^ER. -EC^AJLC. COWTEXR
A E.TC«.-R R-VVK .
• HI<HH CAILY ACTIVITY COMDEMTKATLOU —
<IC*-LEC.E.
• FT>CSIBI_E. HKJH TR^MC. AKID CWUIRMEKRR
N<?IT>E..

• PAMIL.Y' DWELLING

• RCE^RCCC. IS^*JRT#^ATIOM INTO
MA6TEK ^HEMCS
"»RUTURCE. M^EICTAJKITY.

BEST BUILDINQ ZONE'
BA5.6D
(-NON DENSITY

RGE'OENLTLAL

LATOC E>CALE. BUILOIUC,€>

ESTABLISHED

SUKROUKIDINICI

„•:

'CA&rciz. COU-ECTE."
ROUE. <?RROC.Y RIA< .

ON

COREYR.

IMPLICATIONS
• PAC.IL.RRIE*> <E»KOUUC> PCWWP TO
CE"»IDTWRIAJ_ -RVUALC- .
« ^UATO ACHAJN'&T NGI<;<HCOTHO>D NOI^E
LAL-JMMCVJC.RIB , -SC^E-AMLNI^ CJ-IILDRENI.
• £-ONC^AI_ -E-C-F^-VICE. AKIO PAJCXJN^

AfccA<£j rr~cfi

M/

• PROTECT THI«®> APCA PKCT-1 «S>TPA-R
^IOLF* DALL-II
PRACTICE. MEAFB>).
®ACC-EEE> PB<NJ-N& ~*-IOUI_D
TO
CWA&T-L4HTD C.K.IO.

c

MEPIUM

DENSITY

•<3IKJCLE. FAMILY
!1FCO'»

PUBUT. RAJC<£>
KIWU&AU A^TA2>
"^OL-P CO<JG^G.E>'

SIRS

GGGGGSSSBKI

ZONING

NORTH

&QUNDRY

KE'&IDEWT! AL

ELEMENT ARY

it,

SCHOOL
PLC LAMP U-S>E.^>;
— WATCFF. O\_\OC./ WAVE. RCOU.
— CTRO HILL..
— EALL PARX^>.
H P^FCK- , HA4_KJKJ<^ TKAJLFE. FKOJIC..

ISLE LAKIP U^G<=»1
- R&E>IDE-NLR|AL- .
- F*APTK.
- RCMNIE.
- MIN1A.TURE
60LP,

SJ-MOM
RHRA
PC*>&I&L£. LAMP U^TE;
- PAFSX.UA.Y- AKOTCKT R4.M^T.
- ^E^PEMTIM.

• RO^C>IC>LE- &XR»J010N
DIPRE^-R IOM.

IN

SINGLE

-

FAMILY

%
IMPLICATIONS

*I V' R* Z\¥i A I h \ •
EASILY
TO

EXPAND

INCLUDE.

IN THI£>

PKE^TIONI

ADDITION ACT\VITIESJI

- F?E£-. FASCILLTIE^.
- H£>L>T>IKK^.
- B.M.Y. TRA^TC..
-«LCX3

£>E3T

VACANT

HILL.

• R>^-ILIRIE'£3/>M CX^LY EXPAND TO
RUE -EOURH.
<!> 66RCTKL -£^X.-VKSE. AUO
AX. EV-&
RF-OM FUVILOTLKLTL/M- MCL^HEICJCJ-JOCD
• LWKIEFT PA^UIRIE.^ WILL MORF. EIA^ILY
ITR^NOHJD TO •E*^U-E. OF 6£(-LE6T.
A LIXXATE. MOI-BES £I.TME>CATOFC£> FI^OM
ICE^ICCNITLAL. AMC «CWCOL_ .
« ITOLATT «S«SEJAT- AJCEA
PLAYFJUOWMD AND MAIWTEWANTE AX HA

E>U!LPLN^

^ ZONEOSJ

FUTUR.E

E)^PAN5LONJ.

LAND USE

NORTH

r

r.j:

r
® M\ot=>ejovre. -rrc^rrio,
im
r-v?(^Misj^ AWD ArrcjojcoNi.
— MOSTLY C^~£> AMD pliKUPi.
- MODERATE. NoifeE-.

GOOD SITE.
ACCES5 POINTS

r
I

r

mmmn

EASED CN TRAFFIC* VOLUME.
AND -&F*C.tD.

HEAVY TrArriO ALL PAY L-OMc^
- <>MALU CAf«a£> TO 1-AXChC. T^U^Kib.
-HI^H MOtee.
iw-Kjp:r.

BEST BUILDINCi

ZONE

r

\

« LI6HT TfSAPrk^| MINIMAL- IMPACT:

1

r

:

POOS ACCESS TD THIS
AF^ela or ^rre..

rP3VIDE A^C^e) rpCM WE6>T, MAf
fSE^UlKE. REDUCTION INl "SPEED.
- |CC.ip rA^-IUriEij <9M KiS^TH ENID
or eiTc,

TRAFFIC PATTERNS

IMPLICATIONS'.
• LOCATE. rAC.iLrrie& AWAY r^oM HiCiH
TKArrid. NOf&c..
® -£*^<ceN
AKOA rptcM &ueY
Tfc^rrid. AJ*-Tejeie>£,.
• rtcoviDt A^teoe. IN zc*~ie<a> of -ecot-J
-tfCEO.
• r^erVDve. cwn-csFtew'-i.
ZOUK. <2>r H1AM TRATPI6.
• Pf!oVlC>e APDirioWAL. A££-G-s^ TO
WUTHei^M CMD or <ilTt.

NORTH

• FLAT HIL.L.TOR R»^VIDC£> LOKFC.I RAJ^IC.
VLCUJT. IN ALL DIRECTIONS'.
• SCMEWHAT" IT-CLATED APTA.

BEST BUILDING
ZONES BASED
EITE.

£>NJ

'GJL-OF^C.

ANIO

A66E.6S).
EA^-TH DL^-D TS AN L£*_AND IN MLBDLC.
-FJIRT AMD VISUALLY -CY^UIT-, -JIRE
INTO TVJO -SCOTION^.

or

V
• EREC-P

C?LOF£

AUOW6 TM«J <ERN^-E.E.T~

RCCVENTI! EAST"
TO SITE,
• PFCOVLDCS (^OOD LONII VIEWS
ORF.
• RCCVIDC^. (JCCD FPOTEOTIONL
RFCOR-I TF^RRIO SIOI<3>E..

IMPLICATIONS:
• ELIMIMATE. THE. CP IICE.
MAICC. IT
A OENTFCAL. FEATURE. — PLAOE;
TTUBHOUI-C. CM IT.
• LO^ATC- <^;.IAL AP-CA-£> UIHCXE
OAKI BENEFIT RROM VIEUJ£7.
• PPOVIDC. SITE AO^C.-=^ R^OR-I
EA"JT AWD UJC-ST SIDES.

THEY
EORRH

\ SLOPES

o -10 %

X

IO- 25%

25 - 40%"

AO - eo%
® HLL_L_ PKOVIDE& (ICOO AREAS
FE/2 EN-EODIMQ.
© HLU_ BLOC4CS VIEWS TO 60UTM
RICOM 6CISLTEK OR WE..

%

HIUU L«LATE6 «OUTH - EA6T
OORNE/Z. OR EJLTC- R'C°M THE
FTC>2>T OF THE "SHTE-.

SLOPE
TWJIIM11.IW

NORTH

•

POOI^

VE.HICULAK

TO THIS

O L D

W A T E R .

R E S E . R V O I R 5

ACCC.S5

AP.EA.

tl

OOOD BUILDING
ZONE
TMl€>

* orcE-r

4>Lcrc

alokio THfe

ca^Y

A

r

l*>

MOT"

LOW

^LLtc,T

develop* MEMT

A

K.UWNIN^

fiTOT

rfcip"-

<S*.e:e.K. |

UJHERE.

/v

JU^T"

UJATC.K.

om<3R.t PErtioe>.

\

6 O O D

A C C E S S

IMPLICATIONS:
« FACILITIES

or

eiTE.

LOCATED AT NOf^TH

U1LU aavlE_FlT

Vieul6> CM!K
coupse-e.

C-ITY

AKIC?

END

rKCM ^COD
C-OL-f 1

AND

LOKI^ view TO

MOUNTAIN.
• PAOILlTlS-fr

Z^UATtR TOUJER

.O

./

N//

/
/

/

#

I

/

-!

1-t.OL/^rCJO TO

6>Ai£D OKI
or eiTE.

0 C-OKJ#-t>Z.
Fton
• HILL.

OP

'

N O R T I -

rPOMlBITS

or

FZ-E-^ULT-S

ISJ

rAClUITlE^j

FINNIC)A

op "SOUTH — EAt>T

OSPME*^

-01TE..

tP|>^E

• .

ATURES

laycut of ^fA-p

LAYOUT

BekIEPiT

CJE^aisatiokJ

LOO-AT IONICS
FEArURE^s,

VtHlCULAK TK^PPIO.

Khot Pi or e_c? by

BUILDING

Z O N E . 5 -

ecUTMCKN

^UK»t .

&KEA^.e>

6(5UIOt,t.

-

AT

0 ecUTH EMP or eiTE EAOIL.Y ACCE^EX}
• Ao£.E<«e> TO C-CMTEK. op e*re IE>

•

BE.ST

UXV-T&D

CNJCP of* -E>ire. MILL F^EC^JVE.
VIEwJ£> or Oit -P t^xifJcc. e>ur reduced
VCW6 OT CITY AMD MOUMTA-ISJ.
• KlOfZTH EKIC> CT -SITE. eoMEWHAOr

iNiro

-tilTE

TUJO

ANJO

AREA6.
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SUMMARY OF CLIMATE ANALYSIS
Wyoming's
overall
climate
is
often
regarded as somewhat
harsh and
the Casper
area is
certainly no
exception. The main
climate
factors
that
uphold
this belief are temperature, wind
conditions, relative humidity, and precipitation.
Temperatures in
Casper
tend
to
vary
greatly
during the
course of
the year.
Average winter
lows are
usually around 10
degrees (fahrenheit) and summer highs of around 85
degrees are a
common
occurrence.
This
temperature
range,
however,
has
a
tendency to become much
more
drastic
on
occasion
with record
winter
lows
of
-40
degrees
and
record
summer
highs of 104
degrees. Temperature swings of this magnitude place heavy demands
on building materials as they expand and contract. Also, building
HVAC,
plumbing,
and
electrical
systems
must
be
able
to
accommodate these temperatures in order to maintain building use.
The second strongest impact of Casper's climate comes in the
form of wind. As the wind does not blow all
of the
time, speeds
range from
0 m.p.h.
to a record gust of approximately 84 m.p.h.
The only aspect remotely predictable about the wind is direction.
It most always blows from the south-west, winter and summer.
During the
winter, the wind can be a great problem. Coupled
with Casper's
cold temperatures,
wind chill
factors can result
that
are
dangerous
and
even
life
threatening.
Blowing
and
drifting snow can also be a problem. As a result,
this condition
will have
an impact on building entry orientation, fenestration,
and
approach,
driveway,
and
parking
locations.
If
handled
properly, though, the wind can be a big help in removing the snow
from these areas for you.
During the summer, the wind in Casper can often be pleasant.
Breezes usually
pick up toward late morning and continue through
the afternoon,
providing a
slight cooling
sensation for people

outdoors. However,
the wind has a tendency to blow hard at times
during the summer also. This can
become annoying
because it can
make outdoor
activities, like
golf and
tennis, more difficult.
Therefore, structures and
activities
must
be
able
to protect
themselves in some manner from these winds.
The last
two aspects
of Casper's
climate worth mentioning
are relative
humidity and
precipitation. Both
of these figures
are low because Wyoming's climate is very dry. This, however, can
be good
and bad.
Low relative
humidities are
nice for outdoor
activities
because
perspiration
evaporation
tends to cool the
individual, but at the same time, they can cause dry
and chapped
skin. Low
precipitation, in
turn, tends
to limit
the types of
vegetation
seen
in
this
area
and
places
high
demands
on
irrigation systems during the summer.
To conclude then, Casper's climate requires a certain amount
of attention if a facility is
to
be
successful.
The
two most
important factors would be temperature and wind. If these factors
properly
designed
for,
most
of
the
problems
have been
are
eliminated.
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CASE STUDY CONCERNS
The
case
studies
considered
in this section range from a
very large, elaborate, private club to a very minimal, efficient,
public facility. These examples
are presented
in an attempt to
achieve a better
understanding
of
the
major
implications and
considerations of
golf facilities and how they are addressed and
solved in these different club types.
Activity Separation
Regardless of club type, careful consideration must be given
to
how
the
different
activities
relate
to one another. This
occurs
at
both
the
site
planning
stage
and
the
spatial
organization stage.
A good
example of
this can
be seen in the
Vintage Club facility. At the site planning level, notice how the
tennis
and
swimming
complex
has
been separated from the main
clubhouse
building.
This
helps
insure
that
both
of
these
different
activities
can
operate
independently
with
little
negative impact on the other.
For
example,
the
noise
that is
usually generated in the pool area will have little affect on the
social and golf activities
taking place
in and
around the main
clubhouse.
Equal consideration
is given
to the
arrangement of spaces
within the clubhouse building also. In this same
example, notice
how
the
social
areas
(dining
rooms, lounges, etc.) have been
grouped in one area
and the
athletic areas
(locker rooms, proshop, etc.)
have been
grouped in
another. Both
of these areas
can now operate with little impact on the other. This arrangement
still allows
both areas
to be served easily by the same service
facilities, though. In addition, these areas
all have
their own
entries which help reinforce this independent operation, allowing
one section to remain open while another can be closed, if such a
situation arises.

These arrangements do require additional personnel, however.
For
example,
this
facility
will
probably
hire
a
group
of
employees
to
service
the
dining
and social areas, another to
service the kitchen, another to service the locker rooms, another
group
for
the
pro-shop,
another
for
the tennis and swimming
facility, another group for administration, and so on.
In short,
although this
facility allows different activities to exist with
little impact on or
from other
activities, it
requires quite a
large staff of employees to operate correctly.
Spatial Flexibility
Spatial flexibility is an important issue regardless of club
type. A facility that can adjust to suite a variety of situations
is usually a successful one. Again, in the example of the Vintage

Club, this concern for flexibility

can

be

seen

in

the dining

areas,
which
use
moveable
lattice
screens
to
create
small
intimate spaces within the
large
overall
dining
area whenever
needed. Level changes in this area were also kept to a minimum so
that the space could function as one large space if so desired.
In contrast to this, the River Crest C. C. clubhouse is more
restricted in
its spatial flexibility. Partitions are permanent,
not moveable. Instead of supplying one large space
that could be
divided as needed, many smaller spaces were provided. This is not
necessarily
wrong,
however,
because
the
membership
of
this
facility is well established and therefore the quantity and types
of spaces needed was well understood from the beginning.
Concept vs. Clientele
The expected clientele of a
golf
facility
will
very much
govern
the
design
of
the
final product. For instance, a club
provided for middle aged and elderly
individuals (often wealthy)
will
usually
require
more
luxurious appointments of space and
materials. This can be seen in the Vintage Club again.
The sheer

size
of
this
club
(84,000
square
feet)
is evidence to this
concern. Most every space within this clubhouse, from
the dining
areas to
the locker rooms, is very generous in its size and much
attention is payed to elegant detailing that reinforces a central
concept.
The
provision
for
views and the integration of water
around the clubhouse is also evidence
for the
extent of concern
payed to a facility that caters to this class.
Another example
of a
facility provided for this more elite
class is the clubhouse of River
Crest C.
C. Here
it is obvious
that the membership was pretty well established. At 51,000 square
that evolved
feet, the clubhouse is made up of very rigid spaces
from a definite and thorough program. The activities that were to
be included and the spatial requirements of each, therefore, must
have been
pretty well
known. As
a result, the fulfillment of a
very formal and luxurious
concept was
made easier
because less
concern had to be given to providing flexibility and economy.
Contrary
to
these
two
examples
would
be
the Palo Alto
Municipal facility. Here,
the
concept
reflects
a
concern for
efficiency and
economy. Because
this facility must cater to the
general public, elegance
and
frills
are
removed
in
order to
obtain a
facility that functions with a minimum of personnel and
provides for possible future expansion. This
type of flexibility
is very important when your clientele is limited in its means and
large in its numbers.
Other Concerns
Again it can be
said that
clientele will
have the largest
impact on the resulting facility. Those clubs that have a younger
membership are
usually
less
elegant
and
more
concerned with
flexibility than
clubs with older, often more wealthy clientele.
There
are
a
couple
of
concerns,
though,
that
come
into
consideration
regardless
of
clientele.
One
example
is
the
provision for views
for
the
social
areas
of
the
club. Golf

courses
often
provide
beautiful
views and to place a facility
into
such
a
setting
without
taking
this
into
account
is
definitely
a
missed
opportunity.
Therefore, it can be seen in
most examples some concern
for
this,
not
only
in
the dining
areas, but
also lobbies,
lounges, and
especially the pro-shop,
where
views
are
very
important
to
maintain
smooth
course
operation.

1. Clubhouse
2. "Mountain "golf course
3. "Desert" golf course
4. Sivim and tennis complex
5. Cottages (sixplexes)
6. Patio homes
7. Temporary sales office
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Vintage Club
Indian Wells, California.

o

Club type: private.
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Features:
* activity areas are separated.
* very extensive spatial program.
* interior activities are separated.
* extensive views for social areas.
* area entry separation.
* spatial flexibility in dining.
* extensive water integration.
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Source: Architectural Record
February 1984
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/. Pro shop
i\ Women's dressing room/lounge
J. Men's dressing room/lounge
1+. Service court
5. Kitchen
6. Board room
7. Reception and manager's office
8. Lounges
9. Dining
10. Golf cart bridge
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1. Loading dock
2. Receiving a nd storage
3. Employee dining
!>. Laundry
5. Mechanical
6. Bakery
7. Employees' lockers
8. Members' entry
9. Men's locker room
10. Women's locker room
11. Administration
12. Card room
li. Exercise
14- Terrace

15. Cocktail lounge
16'. Dining room
17. Private dining room
18. Lobby
19. Kitchen
20. Tavern
21. Mixed couples
22. Men's card room
2-1. Lounge
24- Pantry
25. Ballroom
26. MechanicaI and storage

River Cceot Country Club
Fort Worth, Texas,
Club type: private.

LOWER FLOOR

Features:
* very formal spatial layout.
* rigid plan, minimal flexibility.
* extensive program.
* views provided formal areas.
* activity separation by levels
Source:

Architectural
October 1984
178-187
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Harborview at Kil-Cona Park
Winnipeg, Manitoba.
Club type: municipal, city owned
'
and operated.
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Concept: small fishing village.
F e a t u r e s:
* very limited spatial program.
* activity areas are separated.
* lake for water sports.
* minimum frill, maximum function.
* good views for dining.
* good control views for pro-shop.
Source: Architectural Record
May 1983
102-105
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Palo Alto Municipal Golf Course
Palo Alto, California.
Club type: municipal.
Features:
* complete separation of areas.
* minimal, efficient facility.
* good control views for pro-shop.
* allows for possible expansion.
* minimal personnel required.
Source: Planning the Golf Clubhouse, 82.
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Kitchen
Kitchen storage
Service y a r d
Equipment room
Women's toilet
Men's lavatory room
Men's toilet
W o r k space & storage

1 0 Pro shop
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10 Storage (dining room or

1 Entry
2 Check room

kitchen)

19 Women's lounge

29 Water heater room

20 Women's toilet

30 Storage

3 Cashier

1 1 Women's toilet

21 Electrical equipment room

31 Storage

4 Manager's room

12 Men's toilet

22 Women's shower room

32 Attendant's room

5 Grill room

13 Wolk-in refrigerator

23 Women's locker room

33 Men's locker room

6 Dining

14 Bottle storage .

24 Starter room

34 Pro shop

7 Kitchen

15 Men's toilet

25 Mechanical equipment

35 Pro shop office & closet

8 Dish washing dept.

16 Janitor

26 Towels

36 Club cleaning

9 Storage (kitchen or dining

17 Women's toilet

27 Towels

37 Storoge (club cleaning)

18 Powder room

28 Men's toilet

38 Men's shower room
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Rancho Municipal Golf Course
Los Angeles, California.
ll

I

Club type: municipal.
Features:
* activity separation.
* multiple entries.
* minimal frill, maximum efficiency,
* good views for social.
* control views for pro-shop.
* incorporates starters booth.
* flexible social areas.
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Source: Planning the Golf Clubhouse, 80.
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21 Electrical equipment room
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33 Men's locker room
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14 Bottle storage .

24 Starter room

7 Kitchen
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15 Men's toilet
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35 Pro shop office & closet
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36 Club cleaning
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Rancho Municipal Golf Course

LOB Angeles, California.
j

I
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Club type: municipal.
Features:
* activity separation.
* multiple entries.
* minimal frill, maximum efficiency.
* good views for social.
* control views for pro-shop.
* incorporates starters booth.
* flexible social areas.
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Source: Planning the Golf Clubhouse, 80.
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APPENDIX INTRODUCTION

The information
that follows -in this appendix section deals
with a process that would be
used to
determine the
need for a
certain recreational facility.
Areas
that need to be analyzed
would include community characteristics, the economics of the
area, existing land conditions, governmental jurisdictions, and
the type of facility being considered, to name just a few. Also
included is
an outline used to develop an inventory of existing
facilities and a list of principles
concerning the provision of
recreational spaces. This information
was taken directly from a
book called Planning Recreational Places, written by Jay Shivers
and George Hjelte. Because I am limited in time, I naturally
assumed my
project
to
be feasible.
But I also realize the
importance of
such an in-depth study and therefore have included
an outline of the process as part of my project document.

Recreational Planning Factors
Intelligent planning for recreational services must be
based on the needs of people. The entire foundation of
public recreational service should be a reflection of di
verse needs, interests, abilities, and values, as well as
common points of interest. Opportunities for partici
pation should be available to all of the people insofar
as it is possible for any agency to serve the multifarious
needs, interests, and demands of a heterogeneous popu
lation. In any case, there should be a basic program of
recreational opportunities available to satisfy the major
recreational desires of the citizens of a community.
Recreational planning is concerned with, among
other things, planning recreational places in which the
community-wide program can effectively accommodate
participants. It is also involved in the distribution of
recreational spaces and physical facilities throughout
the entire community. The distribution of various
types of spaces and facilities is based upon present
demographic analysis as well as projections of popula
tion density, movement, characteristics, and other ele
ments that indicate to the planner where specific
recreational places should be situated for present and
future use. There is no such concept as equitable dis
tribution of recreational places. Placement of facilities
and areas should be predicated on present and future
needs. Neither urban ghettos (slums) nor "gold coast"
neighborhoods should receive nor be deprived of facili
ties and spaces because of what or whom they repre
sent. Need is the single criterion by which recreational
places should be distributed, developed, and pro
grammed.
Land space and structure, together with their planned
dispersal, are the foundations for a system of public

recreational service. These places provide the environ
ment in which the community's use of leisure may seek
expression and fruition. A system of recreational places
includes a wide variety of areas and facilities. Among
these are playgrounds, playfields, parks, reservations,
arboreta, botanical and zoological gardens, golf links,
beaches, swimming pools, auditoria, gymnasia, shelters,
band shells, and a host of other physical properties.
Because these places must be designed to satisfy the
present and developing organized recreational program
and the self-directed activities engaged in by citizens of
the community, the planner has to recognize certain
fundamental premises on which any public recreational
service system is based. Planning must consider the
following elements:
1. Provision of places for self-directed activities.
Such facilities and areas are operated without
direct leadership or organized activities. Protec
tive and custodial personnel may be required and
the facility will probably be managed under a
formal set of rules, regulations, or by some
licensing procedure. Facilities of this type in
clude parks, beaches, swimming pools, botanical
and zoological gardens, playgrounds, museums,
libraries, golf courses, court areas of all types,
picnic sites, walking trails, bicycle paths, and so
on. In urban centers people have a need to par
ticipate in activities that are self-sustaining and
self-directed. They may not want to engage in
organized recreational experiences and there
fore they seek places where they may fulfill their
own needs in ways that are enjoyable and satis
fying. For these reasons, public facilities of the
kind mentioned have been designed, developed,
and staffed (in some cases) for such use. This is
not to say that such facilities cannot be employed
in the system for organized and directed activi-

ties. On the contrary, many of these facilities are
basic to the instructional, formal, aesthetic, and
cultural experiences of the comprehensive recre
ational service program operated by the com
munity department.
2. Provision of recreational places appropriate for
highly organized and guided experiences under
the direct supervision of recreationists. Such fa
cilities and spaces may include those indicated
above as well as neighborhood centers, auditoria,
gymnasia, playgrounds, game fields, special fa
cilities such as galleries, marinas, camps, stadia,
planetaria, and the like. Such facilities are neces
sary for those individuals who wish to participate
in activities that, by their very nature require
organization and in most cases direct supervision.
Generally, such experiences are not available to
those who wish to participate unless there is an
agency that will organize and provide the compe
tent instruction, coaching, leadership, or other
direction necessary. Instruction or guidance in
art, crafts, dramatics, music, dance, camping,
athletics, games, and the like are almost impos
sible without some organizational body and
leadership provision. Every age group needs ex
posure to learning situations so that skills develop
and performance is improved. There is always
some new skill to learn or re-learn, and some
assistance necessary so that greater satisfaction
may accrue from engagement. Often there is
need for skilled guidance in choosing new leisure
outlets and patterns.
3. The growth rate of the community must be con
sidered. The chief influences that work to
increase population density and cause city annex
ation, on the one hand, and the major forces that
bring about emigration and dispersal of popu

lation, on the other, must be studied. Social,
political, and economic factors tend to act coincidentally and are reflected in a variety of popu
lation shifts within the community, into the
community, or out of the community. Major
breakthroughs in technology in one part of the
country may produce a drain on the population
of a given city where some residential sections
are composed of workers who will be a part of a
labor pool that takes advantage of the innovational technique. Any number of reasons may be
considered for high-density shifts or scattered dis
tributions of population. The forecasts that
identify population gains or losses, and, most
particularly, the trends within specific neighbor
hoods or districts of the community, will necessar
ily dictate the placement and types of recreational
spaces and structures.
4. The economic base of the community is a vital
factor. All of the economically directed activi
ties that produce wealth within the community,
and upon which the financial well being of the
city is based, tend to influence the financial sup
port that public recreational services receive. The
development of the physical plant to best serve
the recreational needs of any community rests
predominantly upon financial support and the
commitment of the community to the acquisi
tion, development, and operation of places for
recreational activities. Unless the community is
willing to provide the financial assistance neces
sary for the expense of planning and develop
ment, little can be done that will have a salutary
effect upon the recreational enrichment of the
lives of citizens. Financial considerations that
include the tax base and rates, property value,
outstanding bond issues, limitations on com-

munity indebtedness, community revenues, and
the ability of the city to sustain capital expendi
tures over a generation for a comprehensive
physical recreational plan, are abo involved.
The nature and philosophy of governmental
jurisdictions should be carefully investigated.
Political concepts, effects of pressure-interest
groups, and stimulating changing values and
responsibilities of local governing bodies will
have a marked effect on public recreational ser
vice planning. Reactionary forces invariably
contemplate reduced governmental spending for
such functions as recreational service. They seek
retrenchment and a return to less governmental
commitment in the lives of people. This neces
sarily reveals itself in fewer services of various
kinds, a reversion to status quo interests, and an
attempt to impede promotional programs in
favor of more restrictive climates. Libertarian
forces, on the other hand, are almost diametri
cally opposed to any restriction on human devel
opment. The possibility of planning for public
recreational places would be very different, given
either of these types of governmental policy.
What is valid for the extremes of government is
also true for the several positions the party in
power might take on any number of issues pre
sented to it. It is not surprising, therefore, that
any planning capability by recreational service
departments would necessarily reflect the political
philosophy of the governing jurisdiction, as well
as political influences brought to bear upon the
political system by vocal minorities, the moderate
majority, and outside social, political, or eco
nomic impingements. Any of these forces might
have a telling effect upon the community's insti
tutions and politics.

6. The geographical situation can influence plan
ning. Topographical features, natural resources,
climate, rainfall, and other weather conditions all
have some effect on planning. Geological factors
also contribute to the technical difficulties that
confront planners in determining site superiority
for structural development. The significance of
subsurface conditions to any physical plan indi
cates the necessity for geologic knowledge. This
is particularly valid in locales of periodic seismicity and when physical alteration and construc
tion is undertaken on terrain that is unstable.
Five major factors that tend to influence land
use are: size, shape, and accessibility; sur
face form; soil; water; and biota. All of these
act and react interdependently and thus exert
considerable pressure in terms of the physical
possibilities of land utility. The terrain of the
area on which the community is built affords
either restricted or enlarged possibilities for ex
pansion and development. A varied topography
offers countless opportunities for innovation and
establishment of interesting and effective use
of land that may not be suitable for other than
recreational purposes. Gorges, steep hillsides,
canyons, rocky ravines, marshes, wet lands, submarginal lands, rocky outcroppings, which may
be too costly or time consuming to blast and pre
pare for utilitarian forms—all of these may be
encompassed within the recreational service sys
tem as parks, camps, beaches, and nature study
and conservation areas.
7. Geopolitical boundaries can have a restricting or
enabling influence in planning. Municipal, state,
and federal relationships and enclaves that re
strict the expansion of the community (city) in
one direction or another can profoundly shape

the development of the system. Tradition, mores,
and personal attitudes may reflect on whether or
not the community will move to incorporate
nearby unincorporated or satellite areas—towns,
villages, and so on—into a greater metropolitan
region. The question of annexation is most usu
ally vexatious to the communities involved be
cause it concerns place identity as well as finan
cial and service considerations.
8. How land has been used within the community
is of direct concern to the organization of plan
ning for the recreational service system. The
natural and physical resources and structures
within the city should be a part of any map
projection because of its utilization in locating
traffic arteries, transportation routes, residential
areas, commercial, industrial, and public land use
zones. Legislative enactments in terms of zoning
ordinances will also have a great influence 011 any
planning outcomes. Most cities have developed
without adequate planning and are committed
to land uses that render effective urban renewal
costly and difficult. Many cities have core areas
that are desperately blighted and have narrow
streets, small lots with few if any vacancies, and
multiple ownerships. Any planning for recrea
tional spaces must be conditioned by these facts.
9. The pattern of school plant distribution within
the community, and the policy of the school
system in regard to provision of space for schools,
and the use of school resources for community
recreational service can have great significance
for future developments. In older cities, many of
the school buildings were constructed with very
little space around the perimeter. In fact, very
little space was then needed or required. In the
past, small thought was given to the desirability

of open space around a school. School environs
have so often been built upon and committed to
unrelated uses that expansion of school space has
become prohibitive, particularly in central cities.
10. Fortuitous possession by the city, county, or state
of marginal lands that can be incorporated in the
land use program for recreational purposes can
be of great importance to any planning concept.
Abandoned reservoirs, water shed lands, taxdeeded lands, reclaimed lands, former rubbish
disposal properties (sanitary land fills), and the
like have been improved and included in many
recreational systems as parks, beaches, camps, and
other recreational places.
11. Privately owned land made available by owners
for public uses, or land that will make it un
necessary, so long as continued in its present
use, to acquire alternative properties. Some cities
today are seeking legal ways to insure continued
maintenance of park-like areas in their present
condition by acquisition of title and lease-back
to owners under negotiated financial settlement.
For example, there may be a beautifully main
tained private golf course near the center of a
large city, which, even though it is in private
hands, in several ways serves a public purpose. It
enhances the aesthetics of the area and provides
relief from congestion. It serves as a fundamental
support to the maintenance of property values
of the neighborhood that surrounds it. It may
also serve as a barrier against conflagrations. It
can provide pleasant views across its planted fair
ways. While it may not be feasible to purchase
the property publicly, other less costly alterna
tives may be found.
12. The size of the urban complex in relation to
population density and peripheral development

of recreational spaces and facilities must be con
sidered. Investigation reveals that the amount of
land owned by cities for public recreational
purposes varies directly with the population.
Metropolitan cities, for example, inevitably tend
to develop extreme congestion near the center.
Even with urban renewal this tendency con
tinues, because land values are so great at the
core that only multiple residences or commercial
uses of the land can be afforded. The typical
consequence is a policy of planning that favors
small, but intensively developed, recreational
places. Such places include parks, playgrounds,
and other facilities near the central district.
There is also a consequent dependence upon
mass transportation, private automobile via su
perhighways, or other means to reach regional,
state, or federal parks in peripheral areas.
13. Planning is always futuristically oriented. For
this reason great effort must be made to publicly
educate the constituency to the values that will
provide direct benefit to them. The public should
be kept constantly in mind because it is by favor
able public opinion that support for planning
is developed and maintained. Unless planning is
consistent with popular demand there is always
the possibility of inaction or reaction to proposals
that appear to be progressive or encouraging of
rapid change. Planning is facilitated when popu
lar support is aroused in its favor. Such support
is stimulated through good public relations, edu
cation, and a systematic appeal to reason.
14. The desirability of involving laymen in the
planning program should not be overlooked. In
terested individuals exist in every community
and their participation in the planning process'
should be encouraged. Voluntary association

with planning may produce innovation, creativ
ity, and imaginative designs and concepts that
might be overlooked by the more sophisticated or
jaded professional. New blood is injected into
the process by laymen and can be effective in
several ways. Citizens who identify themselves
with the planning process will be more vociferous
and supportive where defense of plans is neces
sary. Such involvement of laymen may also
produce benefits in disseminating vital informa
tion about plans and projects, which might other
wise be lost or obfuscated by professional jargon
or the mass of details necessarily produced in the
planning process. The volunteer may devise im
provements or facility designs that are worth
while but would otherwise have been overlooked
or unknown. Finally, the laymen represent the
public for whose benefit the planning process is
established. They may be able to bring additional
knowledge of the community's needs to the proc
ess, as well as information about existing re
sources that may have escaped notice in the mass
of detailed data produced by investigation.
15. Every effort to coordinate the resources and ex
pertise of the various sectors of society should be
made. Public, quasi-public, and private agencies
have complementary functions that can be useful
to the greater community when properly coordi
nated.
16. The value of existing national and state agen
cies, whose orientation may be toward recrea
tional service directly or secondarily, should be
recognized and utilized in the planning process.
Such agencies have some responsibility and may
be capable of beneficial contributions to the over
all process.

Planning is concerned with the accumulation and
assimilation of pertinent data, the analysis of that in
formation for relevant classification, the projection of
alternative courses of action, and the evaluation of the
results of possible actions taken. Planning for recrea
tional service comprises a detailed construct dealing
with every identifiable societal influence, so that the
most effective distribution of recreational places of
various types may be implemented. Comprehensive
planning incorporates massive research into all social
and physical elements so that the outcomes will be a
reflection of community needs. One phase of total plan
ning deals with the coordination of public agency
requirements with the physical properties of the com
munity under study. Out of such investigation and
analysis a plan is developed. The plan is a synthesis of
all the facts and judgments gathered, the precise ac
tions to be taken in the logical acquisition of suitable
space, the design of the properties thus acquired, and
the subsequent physical development of such property
for the varied recreational needs of the community.
Such a program is advisable for the direct improvement
of recreational services within the city. The plan has
several elements and phases, which may be seen as a
priority schedule, a composite mapping of the entire
community, and the logical development and place
ment of requisite recreational sites, facilities, struc
tures, and areas systematically integrated for maximum
use and optimum benefit to citizens.

Surveys to Inventory and
Collate Various Community Factors
The recreational survey is a tool of research that de
partments have found exceedingly valuable. There are
many kinds of surveys in the field of recreational service,
each of which has its own purpose and utility. Surveys
have been made of the work of public recreational ser
vice departments, their administrative organization,
and their physical properties. Departments are frequendy evaluated by surveying their own service offer
ings, the work of individual functional units within
the system, and, not infrequently, the neighborhood or
community they serve.
Recreational surveys vary in subject matter covered
and in scope as well as in their immediate purpose.
Some are intended as exhaustive compilations of rele
vant subject matter, to become technical guides; others
are intended to inform the general public on the state
of the department and its holdings; still others are de
signed chiefly as factual support for a specifically rec
ommended project. However they are used, surveys
underscore and categorize the disparate elements that
constitute the total community structure. They reveal
the spatial features of the community that are directly
related to the physical form. In addition, the survey
becomes the instrument whereby social, political, econ
omic, and attitudinal factors can more easily be under
stood and classified.
An outline for a comprehensive recreational service
survey of a community is given below. This type of
survey would provide a logical basis for the planning
of the physical plant and for the logical development
of the program and organization of a public depart
ment of recreational service.

Survey Outline
A. Geographical aspects of the city:
Geological, topographical, and descriptive of the
physical nature of the city, including its size, natural
boundaries, water resources, other natural resources,
proximity to regional natural phenomena, sub
strata, biota, and climate.
Method: U.S. Geodesic survey maps; city engineer's
maps; aerial photographs; U.S. Soil Conservation
Service charts and maps; Environmental Science
Service Administration records; U.S. Department of
Agriculture surveys, maps, and records on soils,
land capability classes, and the hydrologic cycle;
other state and local agency records and analyses
concerning the physical environment.
B. Political aspects of the city:
Municipal limits, infringing jurisdictions (school
district, county, fire, sanitation, and other special
districts), physical developments and boundaries,
including the organization of city-wide transporta
tion networks, street and highway design, railway
lines, limited access highways, location and exten
sion of major airport sites, port facilities (if appli
cable) , industrial, business-commercial, residential,
and public land or building zones.
Method: City engineer's maps, traffic surveys, public
utility corporation files and maps, aerial photo
graphs.
C. Population statistics:
Examination and analysis of the residential popu
lation:
a. Identification of neighborhoods
b. Density of population by neighborhoods
c. Distribution of population by age, sex, racial
groups
d. Distribution of population by occupational
groups

c. Distribution of population by ethnic, social, edu
cational, and religious groups
Method: U.S. Census, school enrollment records,
public utility (orjx>ration records, Chamber of
Commerce records, health, welfare, and various
agency records.
. Social factors:
Investigation to determine opportunities for social
interaction, civic service, community action pro
grams, social disintegration.
a. Social agencies—organization, finance, relation
ships, program, possible duplication and compe
tition, unserved areas
b. Delinquency trends, problems, neighborhoods,
kinds of offenses, remediation
c. Public opinion and attitudes toward recreational
service of all kinds
Method: Reports and records of the several agencies,
records of law enforcement agencies, records of
school attendance officers, records of probation
officers, personal interviews, analysis of newspaper
notices and news items, court records, juvenile or
youth bureau records.
Economic factors:
Determination of financial ability of the city to sup
port public recreational service
a. Economic base definition
b. Property and land valuations
c. Housing—multi-story,
rental,
condominium
apartments, low-income housing, single family
housing, cluster housing development
d. Purchasing power
e. Dependency—indigence and welfare recipients
f. Unemployment
g. Tax structure—tax rates, assessed valuation
Method: Examination of records and reports of
public housing, social work, welfare, and similar

agencies; statistics of commercial and mercantile
establishments, public utilities, Chamber of Com
merce, Better Business Bureau, real estate board,
bureau, or department, assessor's records, building
permits, etc.
F. Governmental factors:
a. Organization of city, county, or other govern
mental jurisdiction
b. Organization of public agencies rendering rec
reational services
c. Policies, administrative practices, and program
of public recreational service agencies
d. Budgets of public agencies
e. Cost analysis of recreational services
Method: Examination of public records and reports,
city charter, ordinances of pertinence, interviews,
etc.
G. Physical resources for recreational service
Analysis and description of areas and facilities avail
able for public recreational activities in relation to
neighborhoods, districts, and regions
a. Park and recreational service department areas
and facilities
1. Neighborhood
parks, playgrounds, and
centers
2. Community houses
3. District and regional parks and centers
4. Golf courses
5. Picnic grounds
6. Zoological parks or gardens
7. Botanical parks or gardens
8. Reservations
9. Stadiums
10. Auditoriums
11. Beaches
12. Marinas (where applicable)
13. Museums

14. Galleries
b. Facilities and areas under public school control
J. Neighborhood school playgrounds
2. Junior and senior high school athletic fields
3. Gymnasiums
4. Auditoriums
5. Natatoriums
6. Play rooms
7. Music rooms
8. Meeting and club rooms
9. Shops and work rooms
c. Facilities and areas under parochial school con
trol
d. Other community facilities
1. Libraries
2. Other public lands, if any
3. Public places for seasonal activities, e.g., win
ter sports, etc.
4. Auditoriums and exposition halls
e. Privately owned and institutional facilities
1. Churches
2. Lodge halls
3. Private fields and facilities available for public
recreational activity
Method: Reports and records of the several agencies
involved; original records derived from inspection,
field trips, and investigation.
H. Critical evaluation of the public recreational ser
vices of existing agencies:
a. The park department (unless consolidated with
recreational agency)
1. Policy concerning recreational use of areas and
facilities
2. Program of activities
3. Extent of service
b. The recreational service department
1. Policies regarding promotion, organization,

and supervision of activities
2. Program
3. Amount and quality of leadership
4. Extent of service rendered
c. The public school system
1. Analysis of several courses of study in rela
tion to preparation for use of leisure
2. Extracurricular program of activities and ex
tent of participation
3. Extent of use of school grounds and buildings
for community recreational activities and
leadership of same
4. Policies concerning extension of school ser
vices into the recreational service field
d. The parochial school (same as above)
e. Public libraries
1. Policy concerning use of facilities
2. Program including forums, exhibits, debates,
classes, etc.
3. Possible coordination of activities with recre
ational service department
4. Extent of services
f. Churches
1. Policies of individual churches concerning use
of facilities
2. Programs of recreational activities within each
church
3. Amount and quality of leadership
4. Extent of services
g. Group work agencies—Boy and Girl Scouts,
Camp Fire Girls, Girl Guides, Boys' Clubs.
Settlements, Neighborhood Houses. Y's, etc.
1. Program
2. Facilities
3. Membership
4. Leadership
h. Fraternal, Benevolent, and Protective Organiza

tions
1. Number, type, location
2. Facilities
3. Activities
4. Membership
i. Ethnic societies
1. Number, type, and location
2. Facilities
3. Activities
4. Membership
j. Clubs and activity groups—athletic, social, dra
matic, literary, music, political, civic, scien
tific, etc.
1. Number, type, and location
2. Facilities
3. Activities
4. Membership
k. Commercial agencies—theaters, bowling centers,
sport centers, dance halls, billiard parlors, gal
leries, etc.
1. Number, type, and location
2. Facilities
3. Measure of services
Method: Consultation of reports of several agencies;
interview, inspection, questionnaires, correspon
dence, etc.
Recreational habits of the community
a. Typical recreational patterns for various groups
1. Elementary boys and girls
2. Junior high school boys and girls
3. Senior high school boys and girls
4. University students
5. Employed teen-age boys and girls
6. Men
7. Women
8. Family groups
9. Older adults

b. Appraisal of the status of community develop
ment in relation to special activities
1. Athletics—tournaments, olympic-type games,
exhibitions
2. Music festivals, concerts, shows
3. Art festivals, exhibits, competitions
4. Drama festivals, pageants, productions
5. Civic life
6. Special projects
c. Community traditions and mores affecting rec
reational activity
Method: Prepare schedules for selected groups to
fill out, utilize mass media of communications, in
terview leaders, investigate the city contacting
groups wherever found, consult transportation
company representatives, etc.
J. Diagnosis of the important needs of the community
as revealed by the foregoing inquiry insofar as the
community recreational services are concerned:
a. Deficiency in space and facilities
b. Inadequacies of program
c. Insufficient numbers of qualified and competent
leaders
d. Inefficiency of organization and administration
e. Inadequate financial support
f. Waste, duplication of services, gaps of service, in
effective service
K. Recommendations in terms of program improve
ment, space acquisition, facility development, pro
fessional personnel recruitment, broadened policies
for greater coordination between all community
agencies, greater involvement of laymen in plan
ning activities, comprehensive offerings and oppor
tunities for satisfying the recreational needs of the
community.

The Perpetual Survey
Efficient administrators conduct continuous surveys
that are pertinent to the performance of their depart
ments. Executives must keep informed about all of the
factors and various elements that affect the quality of
services for which they are responsible. Administrators
must consistently add to their fund of knowledge about
the community in which they serve and the department
they operate, and make plans for improvement wher
ever necessary. Much relevant information comes to the
administrator in the routine of his work. A survey file
in which such data can be placed for easy and later
reference, properly classified and cross-referenced, is of
practical use to the superintendent.
Even when the information the executive acquires is
never formally transcribed in a document intelligible to
others, and is never published, it is of value to the ad
ministrator to the extent that he uses it for his own
recommendations and public recreational planning ad
ministration. It is best, however, that such information
be readily available in appropriate form for transmis
sion to others when necessary. Especially is such docu
mentation useful, in terms of what has been done and
what is required in the community, to succeeding execu
tives. The data can also be used to justify administra
tive actions and policies if they are questioned. With
these considerations in mind, some departments require
that staffs at various centers and other facilities make
surveys of their neighborhoods or districts and furnish
outlines as a guide to the staff. There is little question
that continuous analysis of the facts constituting the
community's recreational service offerings will afford
valuable knowledge for the most effective planning
possible.

Principles of Recreational Planning
Principles are fundamental premises or basic truths
established upon self-evident fact, experiences of people
working together for some goal, scientific method, logi
cal judgment, and philosophical concepts. Principles
are developed as a result of the interaction of fact, rea
son, and prolonged experience that tends to validate
these life guides. Although principles are not unchang
ing or static, they represent the last best thoughts deal
ing with practice. Principles are modified only when
new truths are brought to light, if they are pertinent,
and contradict what has been accepted as fact. Such
additional knowledge is subject to verification by what
ever rigorous process science, philosophy, and logic
can offer.
All beliefs and opinions are not principles. Biases and
emotional reactions are not suitable supports for prin
ciples. Truth is the absolute prerequisite for the con
struction of principles. Subversion of fact to ideological
prejudice or superficial understanding makes spurious
and untenable the propositions that some call princi
ples. For the field of recreational service, therefore, the
strict application of truth, authentic evidence, and
scientifically obtained information must remain as the
fountainhead for the development of principles.
Essential recreational tenets, such as the belief in the
efficacy and need of recreational experiences in the lives
of all people, may produce principles that are used by
professionals to guide substantive acts. In planning the
public recreational service system to serve any com
munity there are a few principles that may be offered
to effect social change for the enrichment of life and
the betterment of the community. The following state
ments may be recognized as broad principles that will
affect all planning procedures within the community.
1. Recreational experience is essential in the daily

lives of people. Such experience is necessary to
the balanced growth and development of indi
viduals.
2. Recreational service is a vital function of govern
ment at all levels, but its greatest manifestation
is as a responsibility of local government.
3. Opportunities for participation in and apprecia
tion of recreational experiences should be avail
able to all of the people during whatever time
they may have for such activity.
4. No artificial restriction can ever be imposed to
prevent participation of people in publicly pro
vided recreational experiences. Unjust legislative
enactments, educational deficits, cultural depri
vation, and other inadequacies must not be per
mitted to interfere with the provision of public
recreational service.
5. Community organization for recreational service
must include employment, coordination, and con
trolled development of all resources—natural,
personal, artificial, public, quasi-public, and pri
vate—for the benefit of all the people of the com
munity.
With these statements as guiding rules for action,
the professional practitioner may be able to formulate
policy and standards by which the planning of the
community for the provision of recreational services
may proceed. Planning as an outgrowth of reason,
scientific method, and aesthetic appreciation of the
community and its inhabitants is the last best hope for
preventing the wholesale destruction of human ecology
through waste, pollution, exploitation, greed, stupidity,
and expediency. The planned and logical development
of urban areas to meet human needs, the humanizing
of the city, i.e., making man the measure rather than
machines as the great denominator, must be performed
in the most systematic and careful manner possible.

This is necessary to prevent ruinous measures and
astronomical expenditures resulting from unbridled
use of space for any and all purposes. The continuing
growth of metropolitan regions, greater density of pop
ulations, wanton destruction of historical treasures, and
continual spoliation of irreplaceable phenomena will
be amenable only to planning. On the basis of the
general principles that orient public recreational ser
vice planning, the following standards are offered:
Standards for Planning Public Recreational Places
1. Land or property should be acquired in the path
of community development as forecast by a com
prehensive analysis of the present community and
its future outlook. A logical plan of acquisition
should be initiated prior to actual need and ability
of the community to develop such space.

2. Properties for recreational service use i7i districts
already fully developed should be acquired as
fortuitous circumstance permits.

3. Lands acquired for recreational purposes, such as
parks, beaches, golf courses, etc., should be perpet
ually dedicated for such use. No other utilization
should be permitted for these places, nor can they
be diverted to private utilization for any reason.

4. Public recreational facilities, structures, and spaces
should be situated in the most equitable manner
possible so that all citizens will be provided with
opportunities for engaging in the recreational ex
perience of their choice.

5. Facilities should be situated so as to make the
most efficient use of land, for the convenience of
the age group or groups which utilize them, the
safety of users, effectiveness of supervision, and at
tractive appearance.

6. Public recreational places should be designed and
constructed in terms of suitability for the environ
ment and attractiveness that is in keeping with the
decor of the neighborhood or community in which
it is situated. Appropriate maintenance of such
facilities and spaces insure their cleanliness, safety,
and continued use.

7. Recreational structures, wherever situated, should
provide the essential public conveniences and
amenities. Whatever is suitable and necessary to
the requirements of the comprehensive and wellbalanced public recreational program produced
therein should be an integral part of the facility.

8. Buildings and grounds of the local public school
system should be designed for multipurpose utiliz
ation and made available for use by the public
recreational service department, as well as other
community-based groups, when such utilization
does not interfere or come into conflict with the
established curriculum. In return, the facilities and
spaces of the public recreational service system
should be made available to the public school
system under reciprocal agreements.

9. Duplication of areas and facilities may be avoided
by official agreements concerning the incorpora
tion of public school plants into the total public
recreational service master plan.

10. Recreational service spaces may be developed
adjacent to schools.

11 . I f c e r t a i n n e i g h b o r h o o d s o f t h e c o m m u n i t y d o
not contain schools, other recreational service
places should be situated there to serve the needs
of residents.

12. The plan for acquiring and developing recrea
tional places for a given municipality should give
cognizance to spaces beyond the present political
borders of the city.

13. Planning for recreational places within a system
should place a premium on integration and relat
ing all recreational places in the public domain
to more effectively serve the constituent popula
tion.
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